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ON CONNECTIONS WITH TORSIONS AND THOSE
CURVATURE TENSORS IN RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS n*

By SANG-SEl'P En!

I. A characterization of a Kaehlerian manifold by a curvature tensor
formed with an F-connection with torsion.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

\Ye consider a Kaehlerian manifold 1\1 of real 2n dimensions (n ~ 2) cove
red by a coordinate neighborhoods tu; x h} and denote by gji and F,h com
ponents of the Hermitian metric tensor and those of the Kaehlerian structu
re tensor of 1\1 respectively, where, here and in the sequel, the indices h,
i, .i,'" run o\'er the range {l, 2, ... , 2n}.

Let '1) be an affine connection with torsion in a Kaehlerian manifold M. \Ve
denote by 'Fk} the components of the connection'D and by 'Dj the opera
tor of covariant differentiation with respect to ' Fk}.

If the affine connection ' D satisfies

(1. 1)

(1. 2)

(1. 3)

,Dkgji= -2Pkgj"

,DkFji= -2PkFji (or'DkF}=O),

,Fjih_'Fi}= -2Fjiqh,

where Fj,= gihF}, for a certain non zero covector field h and a VEctor field
qh, then ' D is called a complex Weyl-Hlavaty connection [4].

Solving (1. 1) and (1. 3) with respect to ' FJ}, it is easily obtained that

(1 .4) 'F··h= {.h.} +O·hp+O·hp.-g ..ph+F·hq -'--F-hq·-F ..qhJ' J , J! ! J J' J!" J J"

where ph= ptgth, qh=qtgth and Vi} are the Christoffel symbols of M.
Computing /DkFji and taking account of (1. 4), we obtain

(n-l) (PtF/+q,) =0,

from which

(1. 5)
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In a previous paper [l], we considered an affine connection D whose com
ponents Fj;h are related to those of complex Weyl-Hlavaty connection 'D by

(1. 6) Fj;h='Fj;h- pjO;h,

that is,

(1. 7) Fj;h= V;} +O/Pi-gjiph+F/qi+Fihqj-Fjiqh

in a Kaehlerian m~nifold M.
(Such a connetion D is called "a semi-symmetric metric F-connection" in [5J. )

Denoting by Rkjih the curvature tensor of Fjih, we obtain

(1. 8) Rkjih=Kkjih-oipji+O/Pki-Pkhgji+P/gki-Fkhqji

+ F/qki-qkhFji+q/Fki-akjFih- Fkjf3;h,

where Kkj;h is the Riemannian curvature tensor of M,

(1. 9)

(1.10)

(1.11)

.and Pkh= Pktgth, qkh=qktgth, f3;h=f3itgth•

The following relations are easily checked.

(1. 12)

(1.13)

§ 2. A certain F-connection which is closely related to the complex Weyl
Hlavaty connection.

In this section, we use the fact that if

Fjih= V;} +Tj;h,

Tjih being a tensor field of type (1, 2), then the curvature tensor Rkjih for
med with Fj;h is given by

(2.1)

In this place, we want to seek out an F-connection *D in a Kaehlerian
manifold M such that if the curvature tensor formed with the components of
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*D vanishes then M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.
For this aim, it is desirable that the tensor Pjj in (1. 8) is symmetric. By

this reason, we firstly put

(2.2)

where Fj are the components of a metric connetion D defined by (1. 7).
Denoting by m Dj, the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to

m Fjjh, we find that mD} is an F-connection, that is, mDkF/=O and the
curvature tensor m Rkjih of mFjjh is of the form:

(2.3) m Rkjjh=Rkjjh- (Pkj-Pjk)Fjh,

where Rkjjh is the curvature tensor of Fjjh defined by (1. 7).
Secondly, it is desirable for our aim that the expecting F-connection anni

hilates the terms - Fk"qj;+ F/qk; in (1. 8). By this reason, we put

(2.4) (2) rj;h = mrjjh- F/qj.

Then the curvature tensor (2)Rkjjh of (2)Fjjh is of the form

(2.5) (2) Rkjjh= mRkjjh-F/(mDkqj) +Fkh(mDjq;)

-qj(mFk/- mrjl)Fth

+ PjqjFkh- pgqjFl·

From (1. 6) and (2. 2), we easily obtain

(2.6)

(2.7)

Finally,
the terms

m Dkqj= Pkqj-qkPj-hqj-Pjqk+ ;/Fkj+hP;,

m Fk/- m Fjkh= - 2Fkjqh-okhpj+o/h-PkF/-pjFkh.

it is also desirable that the expecting F-connection annihilates
-OkhPi;+olPk; in (1. 8), so we put

(2.8) *Fjjh= (2)Fjjh- o/ p ;.

Denoting by (2)Dk the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to
(2) Fj;h, we find that the curvature tensor *Rkj;h of *Fj;h is of the form:

(2.9) *Rkjjh= (2) Rkjjh-ol (mDkPj+ hPj) +OkhCc2) Djpj+Pjpj)

- pj(2)Fk/- (2)rjkh).

From (2. 4), (2. 6) and (2. 7), we easily obtain

(2.10)

(2.11)

In the

(2) DkPj= PkPj - hP;+Agkj+qjqk - Pkq;,

(2)Fjjh- (2)r;/= -2Fjjqh_OjhPi+o/pj- pjFjh+pjF/- F/qj+ Fjhqj•

sequel, we introduced an F-connection *D whose components *F.·h
J'
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are given by

(2.12) *r··h='r.·h_p,o.h_p ·F.h- Fjhqo-iPp·
J' J' J , J' 'J"

where 'rj;h are the components of the complex Weyl-Hlavaty connection 'D.
Then (2. 12) is written as

(2.13) *rj;h= V;} +qjF;h_pjFih_gjiph_Fjiqh

by the help of (1. 4) .
Substituting (2. 12) into (1. 1), (1. 2) and (1. 3) and denoting by *D k the

covariant differentiation with respect to *rj, we :find

(2. 14) *Dkgji= gkjP;+gkiPj+ Fkjq;+ Fkiqj,

(2.15) *DkFji=gkjq;-gkiqj- FkjPi+ FkiPi' (or *DkFl=O).

In this case, we obtain

(2. 16)

and we call *D an F-connection which is closely related to the complex Weyl
Hlavaty connection.

Substituting (1.8), (2.3) and (2.5) into (2.9) successively, we obtain

*Rkjl=Kkjih-gji(Pkh- ~ ;"ihh) +gki(pl- ~ Ml)

(2.17)

+ (qkj-qjk-J..F/'j) Fih- (Pkj-Pjk)Fih,

where Pji and qji are de:find by (1. 9) and (1. 10) respectively.

§ 3. A characterization of a Kaehlerian mani fold by the curvature tensor
*Rkjih defined by (2. 17).

In this section, we prove the following

THEOREM 3.1. Let a real 2n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold M(n~2) ad
mits the complex Weyl-Hlavaty connection. If the curvature tensor formed with
the components of the connection *D defined by (2. 13) vanishes locally, then
M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature locally, and vice-ver,,4.

Proof. Assuming that

(3.1)

we can write (2. 17) in covariant form as
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( 1 1 1
Kkjih=gji Pkh-2:Agkh) -gki(Pjh-2:Agjh) +Fj;(qkh-2:AFkh)

(3.2) -Fki(qjh- ~ AFjh) - (qkj-qjk-AFkj) Fih + (Pkj-Pjk) Fih.

For briefness, we now put

(3.3)

and

(3.4)

Then (3.2) becomes

(3.5) K kjih = gjiPkh - gkiPjh+ FjiQkh- FkiQjh- (Qkj-Qjk) Fih + (Pkj - Pjk) Fih.

Transvecting (3.3) with Fki and using (1. 12), we find

(3.6)

Transvecting (3.5) with gkh, taking account of C3. 6), and denoting by Kji
the Ricci tensor of M, we obtain

(3.7)

where we have put P=P/ and Q=Q/
Transvecting (3. 7) with Fki, and taking account of C3. 6), we find

(3.8) KjtF/=PFij+Qgji-Qji+Qij-Pij+Pji'

Substituting (3.8) into the well known equation KjtF/+KitF/=O, we·
obtain

(3.9) Q=O.

Substituting (3.5) into the well known identity K kjih - Kihkj=O and trans
vecting it with gih, we obtain

(3. 10) Pkj - Pjk=O

by virtue of (3. 6) and (3. 9).
Substituting (3.5) into the identity Kkjih=Kihkj and transvecting it with.

Fkh, we find

(3.11) PFji + (2n-1)Qij-Qji=0.

Taking the symmetric part of (3. 11), we obtain

(3.12)
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Substituting (3. 12) into (3. 11), we :find

(3.13)

Substituting (3. 13) into (3. 6), we obtain

(3.14)

Substituting (3. 9), (3. 13) and (3. 14) into (3. 7), we obtain

(3.15)

and from which, the scalar curvature K of M is given by

(3.16) K=2(n+l)P.

Substituting (3.15) and (3.16) into the identity ~jK=2~tK/, we obtain

~ ·p=.lCVtP)0 .t and from which, ~J'P=O, that is, P=constant. Thus we
J n J

obtain

K = constant.(3.17)

Substituting (3. 13),

K
P 2(n+l) ,

(3. 14) and (3. 17) into (3. 5) , we find

(3.18) Kkjih= 2n(2~+I) (gjiOkh-gk;Ol+FjiFkk_Fk;F}-2FkjFih),

K being a constant.
Conversely, if the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of M is of the

form (3. 18), then we consider the integrability condition of the differential
equations

(3.19)
K

~jPi=PiPi- qjqi+ 2n (2n+ 1) gji,

where K is a constant and

(3. 20) qj= - PtF/-

By a straightforward computation, we see that the following equation IS

satisfied

by virtue of (3. 18).
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Therefore a gradient covector field Pi satisfying (3. 19) is completely inte
grable locally. In this case, differentiating covariantly (3. 20) and substituting
(3. 19) into it, we easily obtain

(3.21)

Substituting (3. 19) and (3.21) into (1. 9) ~and (1. 10) respectively, we
obtain

(3.22)

(3.23)

Substituting

A K
qji-2:Fji = 2n (2n +1) Fji.

(3. 22) and (3. 23) into (2. 17). we see that

*Rkjih=O

by virtue of (3.18). Thus the theorem 3.1 is completely proved. (cf. [6J)

II. A characterization of a cosymplectic manifold by a curvature te
nsor formed with a <p-connection with torsion.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

We consider a cosymplectic manifold M of real 2n+1 dimensions covered
by a coordinate neighborhoods {U; yh} and denote by gji, <p/' ~h and YJj
components of the Grayan metric tensor, those of the cosymplectic structure
tensor, those ot the cosymplectic vector and those of the cosymplectic I-form
of M respectively, where, here and in the sequel, the indices h, i, j, ... run
over the range {l, 2, ' .. , 2n+ I}.

We denote by Kkjih, K ji and K the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor
and the scalar curvature of M respectively.

Let'D be an affine connection with torsion in a cosymplectic manifold
M. We denote by 'rk/ the components of the connection 'D and by 'Dj
the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to 'rkl.

If the affine connection'D satisfies

(1. 1)

Cl. 2)

(1. 3)

'Dk<Pji=-2Pk<Pji (or 'Dk<p/=O) ,

'Dk~h=O (or'DkYJj=O) ,
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(1. 4)
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for a certain non-zero covector field Pk and a vector field uh, then'D is ca
lled in DJ a cosymplectic Weyl-Hlavaty connection.

In a previous paper [lJ, we constructed an affiine connection D whose
components rkl are given by ,rkl-Pkrl, that is,

(1. 5) Fj;h= V;} +Pirl-phrji+CfJlqi+CfJihqj-<Pjiqh,

where Vi} are the Christoffel symbols of M and

(1. 6)

Denoting by Rkjih the curvature teosor of Fjih, we obtain (cf. DJ)
(1. 7) Rkj;h= Kkjih-rihi+ rlPki-Pkhrji+plTki-CfJkhqji

+ CfJlqki- qi<Pji+qiCfJki- akjCfJih+<Pkj[3ih,

where

(1. 8)

(1. 9)

A, being defined by A,=Ptpt=qtqt,

(1.10) aji=- (f7jqi-[7;qj),

(1.11) [3ji=2(hq;-Piqj)

and Pkh=Pktgth, qi=qktgth, f3kh=!3ktgth.
The following relations are easily checked.

(1. 12)

(1. 13)

Pj;=qjt<P/, qji= -Pjt<P/,

aji=- (qji-qij-A,<Pj;).

§ 2. A certain <p-connection which is closely related to the cosymplectic Weyl
Hlavaty connection.

In this section, we want to seek out a lp-connection *D in a cosymplectic
manifold M such that if the curvature tensor formed with the components
of *D vanishes then M is of constant <p-holomorphic sectional curvature.

For this aim, by the quite similar process to chapter I, § 2, we construct,
in the sequel, a <p-connection *D whose components *rj;h are given by

(2.1) *Fjih=Fjih_p/Pih-CfJiqi-rip;,

where rji~ are defined by (1. 5) , that is,
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*r ..h= {.h.} +q .(n.h_p.m.h-r ..ph_m ..qh
J' J • Jr. Jr. J' r J' •

Denoting by *Dj the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to
*rjih, we find

(2.3)
(2.4)

In this

*D kg ji=rkjPi+7kiPj+([Jkjqi+([Jkiqj,
*D k([Jji=7kjqi-rkiqj-([JkjP;+([JkiPj' (or *Dk([J/=O).

case, we obtain

(2.5) *r jih- *ril= - 2([Jjiqh+ (qj- Pj) ([Jih- (qi- Pi) ([Jl,

and we call *D a ([J-connection which is closely related to the cosymplectic Weyl
Hlavaty connection.

Computing the curvature tensor *Rkjih of *rj and using the notations
Cl. 8), 0, 9) and

we obtain

(2.6) A A
-([Jji (qkh- 2([Jkh) +([Jki (q/--2([Ji)

+ (qkj-qjk-A([Jkj) ([Jih- (Pkj-Pjk)([Jih.

§ 3. A characterization of a cosymplectic manifold by the curvature tensor
*Rkjih defined by (2. 6).

In this section, we prove the following

THEOREM 3.1 Let a real (2n+1)-dimJnsional cosymplectic manifold M (n~

2) admits the cosymplectic Weyl-Hlavaty connection. If the curvature tensor
formed with the components of the connection *D defined by (2. 2) vanishes loc
ally, then M is of constant ([J-holomorphic sectional curvature locally, and vice

versa.

Proof. Assuming that

(3.1)

we can write

(3.2)

(2. 6) in the following covariant form:

A A
Kkjih=rj;( Pkh-2rkh) -rki( Pjh-2rjh)

A A
+<fJji (qkh-2([Jkh) -<fJk;(qjh--2 <fJjh)
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- (qkj-qjk-}.,ffJkj)ffJih- (Pkj-Pjk)ffJih.

For briefness, we now put

(3.3)

(3.4)

Then (3. 2) becomes

(3.5)
- (Qkj-Qjk)ffJih+ (Pkj- Pjk)ffJih.

Transvecting (3. 3) or (3. 4) with ffJki and using (1. 12), we find

(3. 6) PjtffJ/= -Qjk,

From (3. 6), we obtain

(3.7) Pjtt;t=O, Qjtt;t=O.

Transvecting (3. 5) with gM and taking account of (3. 6) and (3. 7), we
obtain

(3.8) Kji=Prji+QffJji+Pji+Qji-QtjffJ/+PtjffJ/,

where we have put P=P/ and Q=Q/.
Transvecting (3. 8) with ffJki and taking account of (3. 6), we find

(3.9) KjtffJ/=PffJji+Qrji+Pji - Pij-Qji+Qij.

Substituting (3. 9) into the well known equation

KjtffJ/+ KitffJ/=O,

we obtain

(3.10) Q=O.

Substituting (3. 5) into the well known identity

(3.11)

and transvecting it with rih, we obtain

(3.12)

by virtue of (3.6) and (3.10).
Substituting (3. 5) into (3. 11) and transvecting it with ffJkh, we find

(3.13) PffJji+ (2n+l) Qij- (Qtjrf+Qtir/) -Qtjrf=O.
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On the other hand, taking account of (3. 6), (3. 7) and (3. 12), we fine!

(3. 14) Ptj~t=O, Qtj~t=O.

Then, (3. 13) becomes

(3.15) P(fJji+ (2n-l)Qij-Qji=0.

Taking the skew-symmetric part of (3. 15), we find

(3. 16) Qji+Qij=O.

Substituting (3. 16) into (3. 15), we obtain

(3. 17)

Substituting (3.17) into (3.6) , we obtain

(3. 18)
P

Pji=2J;rji.

Substituting (3. 10), (3. 17) and (3. 18) into (3.8) , we find

(3. 19) 1K ji = (1 +-;)Prji,

from which, we obtain

(3. 20) K=2(n+1)P.

Substituting (3.19) and (3.20) into the identity f7 jK=2f7tK/, we obtain
(l-n)V'f=~t(r7tP)7Jj. Transvecting it with ~j, we find ~tV'tP=O, by n~2, ~.

from which V'jP=O, that is,

K
P=const.

2(n+ 1) .

Substituting (3. 17) and (3. 18) into (3. 5) and taking account of (3. 20),
we obtain

(3.21) K
Kkjih= 4n (n+ 1) [rjinh-rkiri+(fJji(fJkh- (fJki(fJi- 2(fJkj(fJihJ,

K being a constant.
Therefore M is of constant (fJ-holomorphic sectional curvature. (cf. [2J).
Conversely, if M is of constant (fJ-holomorphic sectional curvature, then

the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of M is of the form (3. 21). In this
case, we consider the integrability condition of the differential equations

(3.22)
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K
V'jPi=PjPi-qJ-qi+ 4n(n+1) 7ji,

where K is a constant and

(3.23) qj= -Pt<P/.

By a straightforward computation, we see that the following equation 1S

:satisfied

V'kV'jPi- V'jV'kPi= - Kkj/Pt

by the help of (1. 6) and (3. 21).
Therefore a gradient covector field Pi satisfying (3.22) 1S completely in

tegrable locally.
In this case, differentiating covariantly (3. 23) and substituting (3. 22) in

to it, we easily obtain

(3.24)

Substituting (3. 22)
obtain

(3.25)

(3.26)

K
V'jqi=Pjqi+qjPi+ 4n(n+ 1) qJji'

and (3.24) into (1. 8) and (1. 9) respectively, we

Substituting (3. 25) and (3. 26) into (2. 6), we see that

*Rkjih=O.

Thus, the theorem 3. 1 is completely proved.

ill. A characterization of a Sasakian manifold by a curvature tensor
formed with an 7)-conneetion with torsion.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

We consider a Sasakian manifold M of real 2n+1 dimensions covered by
.a coordinate neighborhoods {U; yh} and denote by gji, <pl, ~h and 1}j com
ponents of the Grayan metric tensor, those of the Sasakian structure tensor,
those of the Sasakian vector and those of the Sasakian I-form of M respect
ively, where, here and in the sequel, the indices h, i,j, ... run over the ran
ge {I, 2, "', 2n+ I}.

We denote by Kkjih, Kji and K the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and
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the scalar curvature of M respectively.
In a previous paper [l], we considered an affine connection'D satisfying

(1. 1) - (1. 4) of chapter JI in a Sasakian manifold M and we called it a
contact Weyl-Hlavaty connection.

Furthermore in D], we also considered an affine connection D whose
components r ji

h are related to the components'r jih of'D by r ji
h='rjih-Pjrih,

where rji=gji-r;p}i, that is,

(1. 1) r j /= Vi} +r/Pi-rjiph+([J/(qi-r;i) +([Jih(qj-r;j) -([Jji(qh_~h),

for a certain non-zero covector Pi, where ph=Ptgth,

(1. 2)

in a Sasakian manifold M.
(Such a connection D is called "a special semi-symmetric metric ([J-con

nection" in [5J.)
Denoting by Rkjih the curvature tensor of rj, we obtain (cf. Cl])

Rkjih=Kkjih_r"hpji+ripki-Pkh,ji+p}rki

(1. 3) -([Jkhqji+([J}qki-qkh([Jji+q}([Jki

- (Xkj([Jih-([Jkj{3ih+ (([Jkh([Jji- ([J}([Jki- 2([Jkj([Jih) ,

where

(1. 4)

(1. 5)

(1. 6)

(1. 7)

The following relations are easily checked. (cf. Cl])

(1.8)

(1. 9)

(1. 10)

(1. 11)

(Xji=- (qji-qij-A([Jji).

(Xjti;t=qtji;t, {3jtt;t=O.
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§ 2. A certain 7)-connection which is closely related to the contact Weyl
Hlavaty connection.

In this section, we want to seek out an 7)-connection *D in a Sasakian
manifold M such that if the curvature tensor formed with the components
of *D vanishes then M is of constant C-holomorphic sectional curvature.

For this aim, by the quit~ similar process to chapter I, § 2, we construct,
in the sequel, an 7)-connection *D whose connection*rjih are given by

(2. 1) *rjih=rjih-pjCPih-cp/qi-r}Pi,

where r jih are defined by (1. 1), that is,

(2.2) *r ..h= {.h.} +r.hp '-r·.ph-m.hp .-m .h7).
J' J , 'J J' r' J r J ,

+CPih(qj -7)j) -CPji (qh _~h).

Denoting by *Dj the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to
*rji, we find

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

*Dkgji= JkjPi+rkiPj+CPkjqi+CPkiqj,

*DkCPji=rkjqi-rkiqj-CPkjPi+CPkiPi,

*D k7)i=O, *Dkr}=O.

In this case we obtain

(2.6) *r ..h_ *r· .h=r·hp'-r .hp._m.hp .+m.hp.
J' 'J • J J' r. J r J •

+CPihqj-CP}qi-2cpji (qh_~h),

and we call *D an 7)-connection which is closely related to the contact Weyl
Hlavaty connection.

Computing the curvature tensor *Rkjih of *r jih and using the notations.
(1.4), (1.£) and

we obtain

(2.7)

*Rkjih=Kkjih-rji(Pkh- ~ Jkh) +rki(p}- ~ r})

-CPji[qkh- (1+ ~ )CPkh]+CPki[q/'- (1+ ~ )cpjh]

+ [qkj-qjk- (2+ A) CPkj]CPih+ (r/'7)k-rkh7)j)7)i

- (Pkj-Pjk)CPih.
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§ 3. A characterization of a Sasakian manifold by the curvature tensor *Rkjih
defined by (2. 7).

In this section we prove the following

THEOREM 3. 1. Let a real (2n f-l) -dimensional Sasakian manifold M (n;;:;;; 2)
admits the contact Weyl-Hlavaty connection. If the curvature tensor formed
with the components of the connection *D defined by (2. 2) vanishes locally,
then M is of constant C-holomorphic sectional curvature locally, and vice-versa.

Proof. Assuming that

(3.1)

we have from (2. 7)

(3.2) Kkj=rjiPkh-rkiPi+<f!jiQkh_<f!kiQjh- (Qkj-Qjk)<f!ih

+ (Pkj-P jk) <f!ih- (rirJk-rkhrJj)rJi,

where we have put

(3.3)

and

(3.4)

Transvecting (3.3)

(3.5)

A
Qkj=qkj- Cl +2) <f!kj, Q/=Qkjgji.

with <f!ih and using (1. 9), we obtain

Pkt<f!/= -Qkj-<f!kj.

Similarly from (1. 9) and (3. 4), we obtain

(3.6)

Transvecting (3.3) with t;j and using (1. 8), we obtain

(3.7)

Similarly from (1. 8) and (3.4), we obtain

(3.8)

Contracting with respect to k and h in (3. 2) and taking account of (3. 5)
and (3. 6), wd o1;>tain

(3.9) K ji = (P-2)rji+ (Q+l)<pji+Pji+Qji+Ptj<f!/-Qt/p/+ (2n-l)1}jrJi'

where we have put

(3. 10) P=P/, Q=Q/.
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Transvecting (3. 9) with <fJki and taking account of (3. 5) and (3. 6), we
obtain

(3.11)
- (Pij-1JiPtj~t) + (Qij-1JiQtj~t).

Substituting (3. 11) into the well known equation

Kjt<fJ/+ Kjt<fJ/=O,

we have

(3.12) 2 (Q+1)rji-2gji+ (1JiPtj+1JjPti)~t- (1JiQtj+1JjQti)~t=O.

Transvecting (3. 12) with gii, we see that

(3.13) Q=O.

Substituting (3.13) into (3.12) and transvecting it with ~i, we obtain

(3. 14) Ptj~t-Qtj~t=1Jj.

Substituting (3.2) into the well known identity

(3.15)

and transvecting it with rih, we obtain

(3. 16) Pkj=Pjk

by the help of (3.5), (3.6) and (3.13).
Taking account of (3.7), (3. 14) and (3. 16), we see that

(3. 17) Qtj~t=O.

Substituting (3. 2) into (3. 15) and transvecting it withI<fJkh,~we obtain

(3.18) (P-2n-l)<fJj;=Qj;+ (1-2n)Qij

by the help of (3. 5), (3. 6) and (3. 16).
Since <fJji+<fJij=O, we see from (3. 18) that

(3. 19) Qkj+Qjk=O.

Therefore (3. 18) is rewritten as

(3.20)

Substituting (3. 20) into (3. 16), we obtain

(3.21)
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On the other hand, if we take account of (3. 5) , (3. 6) , (3. 13), (3. 16)
and (3. 19), then (3.9) is rewritten as

(3. 22) K ji= (P -1) gji+ (2n+1-P) 1}P}i·

Transvecting (3.22) with gji we easily see that

(3.23) K=2nP.

Substituting (3. 22) and (3.23) into the well known identity P'j K=2VtK/,
we see that (l-n) VjP=et CVtP ) 1)j. Transvecting it with ej, we find etVtp
=0 by the help of n~2, from which VjP=O, that is, P=const. Thus M
is an 1)-Einstein manifold ([3J).

Now we put

(3.24) P-1 -l=k
2n

k being a constant.
Then, (3.20) and (3.21) are respectively rewritten as

(3.25)

(3.26)

Qji=k(j)ji.

Pji=krji+ gji.

Substituting (3.25) and (3.26) into (3.2) and recalling rji= gji-1}j1}i~

we obtain

(3.27)
-1}j (gki1}h - gkh1)i) -(j)ji(j)kh+(j)ki(j)jh+ 2(j)kj(j)ihJ.

Therefore M is of a constant C-holomorphic sectional curvature ([3J).
Conversely, let the Riemann-ehristoffel curvature tensor of M be of the

form (3. 27). We consider the integrability condition of the differential
equations

(3.28)

where

(3.29)

P'iP=Pi.

P'jPi= (k+1)gji+PjPi-qjqi+qj1}i+qi1}j- (k+1)1)j1)i,

By a straightforward computation, we see that the following equation is
satisfied

VkP'jPi-VjP'kPi= - Kkj/pt

by the help of (1. 2) and (3. 27).
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Therefore a gradient covector field Pi satisfying (3. 28) is completely inte
grable locally.

In this case, differentiating covariantly (3. 29) and substituting (3. 28)
into it, we easily obtain

(3.30) VjQi=Pjqi+qjPi-1jjPi-PfTli+ (k+l)SOj;·

Substituting (3.28) and (3.30) into (1. 4) and (1.5) respectively, we
obtain

(3.31)

(3.32)

Substituting (3. 31) and (3. 32) into (2. 7), we see that

*Rkjih=O.

Thus, the theorem is completely proved.
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